July 23, 2007

Bruce Mather
CG-Lock
50 Slashpine Circle
Hockessin, Delaware,19707

Dear Bruce,
I am writing you today to thank you again for the CG-Lock samples. We equipped them to our 2005
Dodge Durango and let our team have at it. Our team deals in High Risk entry for State and Federal fugitive
recovery as well as Executive Protection. We were extremely impressed with how well it kept us secured in our
seats.
We put the CG-Lock through the EVOC course, high speed maneuvers, and off road. The drivers all
had the same thing to say: during high speed maneuvers with the CG-Lock, once cinching the belt, you were
secure thus allowing yourself to concentrate on using the steering wheel to control the vehicle verses using the
steering wheel to stabilize yourself while also trying to control the vehicle, which we all know is a safety risk.
Myself and the team decided to put the CG-Lock to our own tests by equipping an old salvage car with
the CG-Lock and then purposely rolling the vehicle to see if it really would stand up to its name. Once again,
we were thrilled with the results; while upside down the driver was secured in the correct seated position but
was able to quickly remove himself from the belt using the release switch.
We all now have CG-Lock’s in our own private vehicles as well and are very satisfied with the results
that they provide on a daily basis. When purchasing new company vehicles there is no doubt that they will all
be equipped with the CG-Lock system. This is one product that provides as all with peace of mind, knowing
that it will always perform to its expectations, and because of this we not only stand behind it 100% but will
recommend it to all colleges and clients whom might benefit from the CG-Lock.
Sincerely,

Michael D. Sanchez
President

